
 

Quantanics
QM is how we describe the properties
interactions and measurements of
the smallest things in the universe

The QM framework is fundamentally built
on the idea the we can only describe
systems probabilitistically

It brings together sophisticated
mathematical ideas into its formalism

concepts from linear algebra differential

equations complex analysis probability

In this first setof lectures we will
focus on reminding ourselves of the
formalism and general approachto

solving QM problems by focusing
on 2 state systems



Stern Gerlach Experiments
SG Experiments helped us understand

the nature of spin angularmomentum

Focusing on spin k particles we find
that measurements of the z component

of the spin results in precisely two
Values thlz where F t.os46 IO
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this measurements are summarised in the

following diagram
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Hene an oven produces atoms in abeamdescribed

by the general Stutevedore 147

147 is a Ket It describes all the possible
information you know

about a given
QM system Postulate 1



As this beam goes through the SGdevice
a magnetic field we find that 2

beams emerge These beams are characterized

by having one of two possiblespin
measures Sz

Ket indicatesHI
spinup 1 7

spin up k 3

HI spin down I 7 Ket indicates
spindown G basis

Notice that for a general Ket l47 the

probability of observing either Itt or I 7
is 0.5 for this experiment

Additional evidence for this is shownby
using two SG devices
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This experimentindicates the beam sent to

SG2 is a pure IA beam All
atoms have a Iz pinprojectioninz

Things become a little odd if we instead

swap SG 2 for an SGdevice that measures
the X component of the spinangularMenuhin
Sx
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Evidentally a pure 1 7 beam withSz th z

will still produce beams with Sy tht
in equal measure

This is our first suggestion that something
about QM is different But the next

experiment where we add another

SG device to the mix really is striking
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So we sent a pure It beam to SG2 and

then a pure It beam to SG3 But
somehow we got It and I 7 beams
from 863 with equal probability

Evidentally measuring Sy makes the beam

forget about Sz
this is metaphysics BTW Really what

happens is bymaking a quantum measurement

we disturb the system resulting in a pure
Itsy state which is a superposition of

It and I 7

As we learned Sy a Sz ane incompatible
observables We cannot definitively know
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the value of Sy Sz for any
quantum system

inevators
For the moment we limit our discussionto

spin 112 Systems

Ageneral quantum state vector is the
linear combination of the twobasinets
We typically choose Sz to be our basis

complex s
tr

147 a Hz t bHz alt tbh
c

we drop Z b c we understandthat we work in
the Sz basis

It is helpful if the basis we use to describe
a general QM state is orthogonal normal

complete there are nice things we

can do with such bases



To be able to investigate suchproperties we

introduce the bra as in bra Ket

For the Ket 147 att b I 7 the

corresponding bra is the complex

conjugate transpose

441 0 41 tbh I
cotuplex conjugates of agile

Armed with these descriptions we can define
normalization orthogonality completeness
Normalization

It 1 same basis

f I
innerproducts of
vectors equal 1

Orthogonality
Ltl 7 0

f I y o

inner products of different

basis vectors equal 0

Completeness

147 att b
a general vector
is described by the
full basis



Resulting Mathematical Outcomes

TH47 41 att tbh

Stl alt t SH b I 7 aft tbh

t 144 a
This is the
probabilityamplitude

As we will see the square of this value
is the probability of measuring Ez for Sz

4It Lt la It t L I b It a

Note that Lt 147 541 7
1

or none generally 41017 01147
1

Probability of an observation

For our spin 42 System

Pszettz Is the 122g
Amplitude
is the probability

Psz Ez If I4712 Of obtaining
a particular
measurement
Postulate4



Exempt
In a particular experiment a beam of
atoms is sent through a SG device

After a long time the measurement

appartus registers 5000 the counts

and 12000 the counts for Sz

Determine the normalized state vector
that describes an atom in this beam

Solution There were 19000 total counts

S
Psz thz 97 Fg 4414712

Bz Ez TITO f K 14212
a general state is given by

147 at 17 tbl 7
So

14 14712 1attal a
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a FF b FI19
Cheek normalization

44147 a 45 4 4,2 1

147 ETH EM 7

In fact there could be a relative

phase between the two something like

eid It Ffe B t
and overall phase doesn'tmatter so we could

write this as

Eights cEfe t
We need observations of othermeasures to
pin down this phase so we ignore it for now

MatrixNotation
One of the more powerful tools for

doing QM is linear algebra We can



represent state vectors as column

vector and build up a full formalism

using Matrix Notation

It is through this matrix notation that the

Sz basis becomes more transparent

It f
It isrepresented

n
by

I 7 E 9 Notice that the column
vectors for It and I 7

Ageneral Ket is only haveone nonzero
described like entry That is howyou
this know It and I 7 are
147 alt tbt 7 the basis vectors
147 E alb tbl9
147 ab with this representation

we can also constrict
the corresponding bra

41 9 41 tbhL I E a lo tb co D
41 I cant b



The rules of Matrix algebra then

give us the same Mathematical
results as we have seen before

4147 la ft lb12 1 Lifnormalized

24147 E Ca't b g a a atb b

la ft lbT

Other Spin Slates

we have described the state vectors
in the Sz basis using bets to linear
algebra

It I ol 1 70 19

we can use experimental results
to derive the state vectors for
the X y projections

of the

spin angularmomentum
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We don't derive themhere but just
state them See MEIntyne Section
1 2.2 a Ex 1.3 for derivations

It x felt fat 7 Etz l
l 2x felt fi 7 I felt
It y fz Its if I 7 Et
I
y felt it 7 E Hi


